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The coal-fired thermal
power station: basic cycle

The Bol"r
Coal is fed from coal staithes (1) to the boiler bunkers
(2) by a conveyor belt, from where it is fed into
pullierising mills (3) which grind the coal to powder.
This pulverised coal is cenied by a stream ofair from
the mills to the boiler burners (4), where it is blown into
tile fumace (5) to bum like a gas. The products of this
combustion are dust and ash in a ratio of5:1. The ash
fells to the bottom of the boiler where it is sluiced away
tortreatment and the dust is cenied in the flue gases
to the precipitators (6) where most of it is collected
electrostatically. The cleaned flus gases pass through
the chimney (7) to the atmosphere.

S!Jperlle&ted St86m
Heat released by the burning coai is abs::>rtled by boiler
feed-water insiM many kiiometreR of !Ubiilg which
form the boiler walls. The boiler feed-water is
converted to steam at a high temperature and

. ;It'essure. The steam is superheated in furthartubes
(8). Superheated steam passes to the high-pressure
turbine (9) where it is discharged onto the turbine
blades. The energyof the steam striking the turbine
bladescauses the turbine to rotate at3 000 r.p.m. After
exhausting.sorne of its energy in the high-pressure
turbine, the steam is reheated in the boiler reheeter
(10), then passed through the intermediate-pressure
turlline (11) and from there to the low-pressure turlline
(12). Coupled to the turlline shaft is the rotor of the

generator (13). The generator rotor is a cylindrical
el9Clro-magnot which is enclosed within a gas-tigt,t
howing. The stalor (14) consists of large coiis of
<:opperbar in wt>ich ele<:lricity is produr.OO by the
rotation of the magnetic fieid in the rotor. The aktr.tricity
produced passes f,1lIT1the statorwindings to a
transtonner (15) where the voltage is raised fron, about
20 kV to the national transmission voltages (275 kV
and 400 kVat Matia). Electricity passes through the
high-voltageyards from where it is distributed to
consumers via the national transmission network.

Cooling and recirculation
Afterexhausing i1s energy in the turbines the steam is
condensed in a condenser (16) and pumped backas
water through the deaerator to the boilereconomiser
(17) by meansof the boiler feed pump(18) tor
reheating. Water from the economiser is fed to the
steam drum (19), which contains both water and
steam. St'3am is taken ott at the steam drum and
conveyed to the superheater (8) for further heating
before passing to the turbine. The weter is fed to the
fumace tube walls via headors at the bottom of the
combustion chamber to recommence the cycle.

The condensers contain many kilometresof tubing
(about328 kin at Matla) through which cold water f;om
the cooling towers (20) is constantly pumped. Heat
which the cooling water extracts from the steam circuit
is removed by spraying the water out in the lower levels
of the cooling towers; the cooled water is then collected
in ponds beneath the towers. An upward draughtofair
within the towers cools the water. The cooled water is
then recirculated to the condensers. Some of the
sprayed water inevitably rises with the draughtofair,
forming the familiar clouds of water vapourat the topof
cooling towers. 7



~Iectricity generation using a
tJressurized water reactor

Heat is generated in the reactor core by the fissioning of nuclei in
1I1e fuelelemenls and is tronsferred to L'le primary cooIont. The
cooIent is light water (purified ordinary water) and to prevent n
boiIinp in the reactor it is pressurized by an auxiliary pressurizing
system (15,6 MPa at about 320"C). The light water is also 1I1e
moderator, i.e., it SIewIS down released neutrons trom the fissk>ning
U.235 to sustain the chain reaction in the enriched uranium fuel.
The diagram shows how 1I1e coolant water is passed through the
reactor (I) ""hare nis heated in contact with the fuel rods. The giont
5,41#N cooling walar pumps (2) circulate the waler of 1I1e primary
circuit through tha system. Control rods, which control the fission
rate and hence ttwt power output, are moV'ecf in and outof the core
by 1I1e control rod driva mechonisms (3) mountod on top of the
reactor pre$$ure vessel (4). The domed pressure '/es"'!'ead and
the drivemechenisms are removed during refuelling. Roughly one
third of the fuel is rep'aced annually.
During operation, the water pressure in'he primary circuit is
controlled by means of electric heating elements and a "cokf'
wster spray in tha pressurizer (5). After passing through tha U
tubes of the steam generator (6) the water circulates back through
the pumps to complete the circuit at & lower temperature of roughly
280"C.

'0
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2 Primarycircuit cooling
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The entire primary circuit, or nuclear Steam supply system (NSSS),
consisting of thd reactor, three steam generators. the p:-essurizer
and three ma!n coolant pum;>s, is housed within the massive
concrete containment building (7).
Hot waterfrorn the reactor passing thlough the steam generator is
cooled when its heat is transferred to the cooler water ofthe
secondary circuit flowing around the U·tubes. This water, being at
a tower pressure, boils to form steam, which is dried in the steam
generator and then passed along piping to the turbines (8) snualed
in theturbi"" han outside. As the "earn expands within the
turbillO$ nspins a shaft ",upled to the gen.rator (9) which
generates ek!ctricity. The electricity thus generated is led into the
Escom national grid via the high-vo.tage building (11)
Once the steam has given up its energy, it is condensed back to
water in tha oondensenl (1 0) and pumped back to the steam
generators. At Koeberg, seawater is us,c::;d to cool the condensers,
and is pumped through the system at a rate of almost 40 cubic
metres a second for each turtx>-generator unit. The temperature of
the sea in the immediate vicinity of the outfall will be raised by
approximately 1OOC. Seawater never comes into contact with the
nuclear reactor.

11
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Figure 14
Reactor control system.
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I MAGNOX REACTOR. On. 01 the flrl' types 01 nucle.r
reactor to. be used tor I.rge IClle commercial "roduetlon
of electricity was the natural-uranium, gae-graphlte lVI'em
develOped In Britain and France. The Drat commercia'

r'.Clort 01 thlt type .re generally known In Orllaln II the
Magnox reactor beeaun the fuel cladding materia' I. • mag.
Malum alloy called Magnox. The reactor core 01 • 500 MWCe)
Magnox nuclear power ,lallon would contilin around ao 000
I. .Iementa conallting 01 natural uranIum metal rod, canned
In Magno.. The fuel elements ar. a'"eked In channell In I
m...IYI pile of grAphite block.. Carbon dioxide at high pre..
lur. I. used al • he.t t,anll.r nuld (or COOlant) In lorced
circulation through the fuel channe'a and It.am generatora.
Flnnlno on the fuel cans and ,taam gln"llor tubing IISI"I
heat trans'.r. Larg. aph.rlcil preslure veasetl In It..I, can.
nected bV ducll to Ih_ at.am g.n.rator unlll and gal clrc...•
lalorl, were used In the .arlv MagnoK power ltatlonl but In
later planla these werEt .upe....d.d bY preatreased concrete
presaur. vessel. with .n Integral arrangement at Iteam
generator. (aee AGR below). With very large natural ur.nlum
reactor cores a more or less contlnuoua fuel changing ope,a
tlon la called for and on-Io.d fuel handling Ivstems were ther..
fore develop.d. Complex fuel handling machines connect to
standpipes which penetrate the top of the pressure ve..el and
remote grabl on pantograph arma load or withdraw the fu.1
elemenla. Neutron absorbing control roda are withdrawn by
chain m.chanlsms from separat. chann.ls In the graphite cor.
and can be ins.rt.d b)' gravltv fOr rapid shut down. Du. to
the large the'mal capacity or the graphite core and, In the lat.r
statlonl, the inherent s!fety of concr.te pre"ur. v....I. no
apecial cOlltalnm.nl buildlnA Is required to deal with the Dos
.ible .ffects of 8 prlmar,. circuit rupture.

2 ADVANCED GA5-COOLED qEACTOR. The AGR I. •
developm.nt of the Magnox aVlt.m designed to ral••
the maximum .Ilowable temper,ture of the Aaa coolant
and therefore to Improve the st.am conditio".. Berylliurr:

had been cOnslder.d Ila .n alt.matlve fuel cladding material
to MagnoK aa It would have· allowed hlgh.r opera:lng temJ)8ra.
turea with natural uranium, but the mat.rlal provod to be kto
difficult to wrk. Stalnleaa aleel cleddlng was thererotf' adorJted
and thll r..ulta In a need to use uranium enrlchfrd to give
2 to 3 per cent content or the fissile uranlum-235 Isotope. th.
enriched uranium fuel, In ttle form of alnt.red oxld. D.n.tl la
packed Into ..alnle.. ateel cladding tub.. wfth lew profil. radial
flnnlng. These fu.1 plna are made up Into f'J.l element
....mbl.. or 38 pin, In • graphlt. aleeve and the fuei .lement
a..embU.a are l('laded Into channell In a large araphlt.·
moder.tor stack almll.r to the MAgnox reactora. O,..·load fu.l
ling la ag.ln .dopted, mainly In thle caae to e~eure high .v.ll.
ability 01 the planl Th. fu.lllng operation Is made srmp:.r by
a amall.r number 01 lust chann.le .nd alr.gle standpipe acc...
to each channel. The whole of the reaclor core and arra~' of
onc.through cleam g.n.ratorlllranged clrcu",rerer1tlaUy .round
Ihe core, are contained In a prest.eaaed concrete DreS$ure
v...... The Impellers 01 gse clrculatoiS ar. also aituated Inside
the veaaeI to provtde thEt for~.d circulation of COt up through
Ihe core and down through the eteam g.nerators around the
core. An Illernall.,. con"Quratlon with hencal Itea'" Aen6ratOta
In WIll cavltl6a. or .. Dod•." arOund the main reactor :avlty. has
been Introduced on lat.r AGRe (a.. ~TGn belo:>w}. The
Inherent ..r.ty of the concrete preaaur. veall..I, the high ther",.1
capacity 01 the graphite core and the c.ramlc Of.ture or tha
oxld. fuel make thla aystem aultabl. for near urban aiting with
out apeclAI containment buildings.

'1 HIGH TEMPERATURE GA5-COOLED REACTOR. A
'urttl.r evolution or the g••cool.d reactor conc.pta to

, yet high.r temperatures can be achl.ved by ullng h.llum
gil coolant and ruel with a ceramic coating In.tead or

metal claddlilg. Known variously II the HTGR, HTR or Mk III
gaa-coollc! reactor, the Iystem haa besn developed Inter.
nationally bV t!'1. OECO Draaon Prolect and In the USA. A
varlant kl\Own at th. Ttlorlum High Temperature Reactor
(THTA) h." been developed separately In Germany using a
novel pebble bed core concepl Th3 first commercial atltlon,
cf thle tvpt h.ve been ordered In the USA for operation around
1980. EnriChed uranium fuel, In the form of aman sph.res or
ur.nlum carbld., Is coated with layers of graphite and silicon
carbide to form :oated plrtlcl.. which need no furth.r clad•
ding to r.taln radioactive fI..lon producta. The coaled particles
are packad Into exlal cavities 'n hexagonal blocks or Araphlte
which are loatlod Into the reactor aa combined luel element.
and moDerator blocka. Axial channell through the lu.l.
mod.rator blocks allow the coolant ge' to pala down through
the cor.. It I, then circulated UD through th" h.llcal steam
gen.rators In the pod. 01 a concrete pressure ve..el
.round the core. US designers envisage off-load fuelling duro
Ing a ahut down retlod of about two w.eks once a year but
the Brltlah dealgnera are cansid.ring on·load fuelllnQ SySt.ms
similar to that u18d In the AGR and Magnox atation.. Two
typo. of ru.1 tYCle, kl10wn II hlQh enrichment and low enrich.
ment sch.mes, ar. poaalbl" wtth HTGR.. In the first or th.ae
fuel enriched to give 80 or 90 per c.nt of uranlurn-235 Is mlx.d
with thorium c!.rbld. coated particles. During operation the
thorlum la <:onverted to uranlurn·233 which Is a hlghlv efficient
nucle.r fuel and can b. recovered during r.processlng of the



fuel. The low enrichment scheme uses 4
1 to 5 per cent ot

uranium-23S and some of the remaining 95 to 96 per cent of
uranium·238 is converted during operation to plutonium, which
is another recoverable fuel material. The inherent saiety of the
concrete pressure vessels ma!"es the need for a ,pecial con
tainment building, in the vi(lw of some designers, unnecessary.
The first commercial stations in the USA will however h.ve
containment buildings mainly to ease licensinG procedures.
There is considerable interest in the process he.! applications
of the HTGA such as coal gasification cnd steelmaking and in
the further development of the HTGR using direct cycle gas
turbines instead of the conventional steam cycle.

j
PRESSURISEO WATER REACTOR. The PWR. now being

L wid3ly used for nuclear power programmes around the
world. was developed init!aUy from the syStem used to
power the US nuclear ,ubmarines. Uranium oxide fuel,

enriched to between 2 and 4 per ,ent uranium-23S. is conlained
as sintered pell-.te in plain tut.u:ar cladding. The cladding
rnateri31 in early PWP.s was stainless .teel but a zirconium alloy
is now used. UP to 200 fuel pins 3·5 m in length are mounted
on a square lattice to form a single fuel elflment a.sembly and
a typical reector core would contain u;) to 200 .uch elements.
Ordinary water, knuwn as .. :ight "'ater" to di.tinguish it from
heavy water, is used as cool"nt and at the same time acts as
the (;'Ioderator. To achieve a high coolant outlet temperature
without bolling the .ystem must be very highly pr'9Surised. A
mauive steel pressure vessel with a removable lid Is used to
conbli:'l the relatively compact reactor core. TtNt coolant i1 circu
lated through a n'Jmber of pritt,aty loo~ contai:ling .team
ge:1erztors and Dumps. A pressuriser is also conf'lected t~ O!le
,Jf the loops-it mair:tains the 'ySt~rr. pressure by electrical
heatir:g or spray cl)()ling of water in d small pressure chamber.
The steam generetors in most PWRs are of the U·tube type with
feedwater reeireu:ation and ~te.m separators and dryers
situated In thf' top of each IInit. Onc.througil straight·tube
steam gene~atorEo are also used in some olants and deliver dry
steam direct to the turbine. Con:rol of a PWR Is achieved
either by neutron absorbing cor,tro' rods in th6 form of clusters
wt.ich can be inserted into each fuel assembly or, for slower
~wer t.8lanGlng. by varyinQ the concentration of a bOron soiu
tiOl1 in the coolant wate.. f'uellinQ of the r~ctor Is carried out
al int3I'Vais of 12 to 18 mO:lths with the reactor shut dc..wn and
the lid removed f(ol"!'l tt'!e pressure vessel. The mosl sttrl'Ju$
hypothetical accident that could be envisaged with a PWR is
a major rupture of a Drimary 1000 and a pressure containment
building-usually double wallcd--ls adopted to withstand the
result!ng pressure surge. In !tOme designs an emergency con.
denser packed with Ice Is used to reduce the size of the I)"""
sure containment building required. Loss of coolant 'rom the

r~i'::~he~'=o~~g.~::~~;~==~~t~gol~:I:vsrr:~~
are incorporated to deal with such an evenl

.. 801:"ING VIATER REACTOR. Th"l BWR is in the same

..) light water reactor family as the PWR and was initially
C conceived through the consideration of the Implications

of boiling in the co,e region of water cooled reactors.
It "Nas found that controlled boiling could be achieved
in a self·staOllislna condition at around half the SyStem pressure
of a PWR. The possibility of oblainlng steam to drive a turbine
direct from the reactor was also demonstrated. BWR SYStems
have now been adopted for commercial nuclear power produc·
tion In many countiies. The reactor. In effect, acts a' a recircu
lation boller with steam separators and dryers situated In the
top section of the reactor pressure vessel. The recirculation
fl~w of water from lhe s"eam separators and feedwater re~umlng

from the turbii'le condenser. is usually achieved with let pUlnpa
situ&ted around Ule reactor core and driven by .mall external
pumps. Ar. IIltemali\'e deslqn w!th the Impellers of the recircula
tion purr.ps .ituated inside the ~ssel 3nd sealed drive .hafts
penetrating the bottom of the vessel, hei been introduced In
Germany and Sweden. The BWR US'9S enriched 'Jral"ium fu')l
and zirconium alloy cladding with square lattice fuel element
assemblies .Imilar to those of the PWR. Control of the reactor
is achieved with cruciform rods Inserted hydraulically between
the fuel alS8!'nbUes fror;;· below the core and also by verianon
of the recirculation flow rate. The reactor is fuelled off-load
at intervals of 12 to 18 months. with the lid of the pressure
vessel and steam dryers removed. The core of a BWR Is not as
compact as a PWR and, together with the iet pumps and .team
drying arranoements. this call. for a larger pressure vessel.
However. this is offset by the lower operatinR pressure which
allows a thinner walled vessel. A sDeClal type of Dl1tSSure
.uppression containment I. adopted to deal with the cons.
Quances ot a primary circuit ruDture. A pressure relief system
in the .teel, or concrete, containment chamber around the
reactor Is arraRged to vent steam to a reservoir of water which
acts an an emOrQency condenser. The bulb and torus con
fio'.J!"8tion (.hown) Is the most familiar arrangement for the
pf#tSsure suporesslon system but a simpler arrangement In a
cylindrical concrete strUCflure has recently been Introduced.

f
' CANOU REACTOR. Ua~y hea\IY water moderated reactor

J
systelT,s have been prOPGsed around the world and
aoveral cfiherent concepts have been developed to the
prototype or demonstration plant size. But the only

system now operating on a commercial basis is the Canadian
CANOU system_ The reactor is fuelled with "atural uranium in
the form of uranium oxide clad in zirconium alloy. Relatively
.hort luel eleil'lent assemblies are made up of 28 fuel pins.
The ruel is loaded into horizonta: zirconium pressure tubes
which pass through a :arge tank-known as a calandria-filled
with heavy waler moderator. Iteavy water is also used as the
coolant but like the PWR it must be maintained at a very hi~h
pressur6 10 prevent boiling. The use at pressure tubes for
the fuel in the reactor core allows Ihe coolant system to be
pressurised without the need for a massive steel pressure
vessel. The steam generators ale of the U·tube type si:nilar
to most PWRs. Uke the Magnox reaclor, the large natural
uranium core requires the use of on-load fuelling and remotely
operated machines are used to connect to both ends ot the
pressure tubes to insert and withdraw the fuel assemblies.
Con!rol rods are situated in the moderator penr..rating the too
of Ihe calandria tank and small pOwer adjustments can also
be made by varying the moderator level. An additional mett-od
of 8chievlnq fast .hut dOwn is provided by a dump tank for
the heavy water moderator below the calandria. A concrete
containment building is used for the Canadian reactors and
an unusual aadition3i safety leature is a huge vacuum building
designed to suck steam out of the containment building it the.e
is an overpressure.

,., STEAM GENERATING HEAVY W'.TER REACTOR. The
~ SGttWn .ystem has been oeveloped in Britain with the
• cbJect:ve of comhini~ the best features of theCANDU

pressure tube reactor and the direct eyele boilir.g water
reactor. A similar sYStem known a! CANDU-Boiling Ught Water
has been developed in Canada and there arc also develoc:r.ent
projects on the same general lines in Italy and Jaoan. Vertical
rather than horizontal pressure tubes are used tout otherwise
the arrangement of heavy water modet3tor In a calandrla is
the same. The difference lies in Ihe use at ordinary light tvater
coolant under controlled boiliOQ conditions in the oressure
tubes. Steam is separaled from the coolant in steam drums
and goes direct to the turbine. RecirClJlation pumps return lhe
water from the steam drum to the lower end Cif the DreS3vre
tubes. Since light water absorbs 'more nsulron. than heavy
water, It is talOf8 difficull to maintait. a stable nucl.ar reaction
in thft core wUh nat'JraJ uranium fuel. Most daslgns. tharelore.
incorporale a lOW IeYef of enrichment with crarlum-235, or
J.llu~onium, in the fuel. The fuel e:ssembUes are very similar
to those of a BWR except t~r the cyUr.dric6.1 dimensioi'ls
required to fit the pressUhl tubes. On-toad fuelling sYStems were
developed for the 100 MW(e} prototype SGHWR at Winfrith.
Dorset. but it I. possiblfll to maka a case for either on-load or
off-load fuellinQ 'n a commercial deSign. A pressura ccntai,..
ment buildinQ would probably be adopted fo~ any commercial
.ized reactors of this type.

II FAST BREEDER REACTOR. The FBR is fuelled with a
mixture of plutonium and uranium oxides clad In stain
less steel and made up into very compact hexagonal
fuel element assemblies. It relies upon the nuclear fission

of plutonium and uranlum-238 atom. in en intense flux of
high energy-or fast-neutrons produced In a highly com~ct

core without .ny moderator. Having eslablished the fast chain
reaction In a compact core of thi, kind. It Is also possible to
make use of the very !ntense neutron radiation emanating
from the edge of the core. By placing a blanket of deoleted
uranlum-mostly uranlum-238 waate product from enrichment
p1ants--it Is possible to convert a .ubstantial Quantily 01 the
material to plutonium by neutron capture. tt is In fact ooaible
to produce more plutonium in ¥.'Ie blartk6t region than Is beI"g
con.umed In the core region and it I. this process _ich is
known as breedinq. All countries actively engaged In develop
ment of nu";lear power programm....-with the exception of
Canada-consider lhat the FaR is the best ptO$P8Ct for genera·
tion of electricity in the late 1980s and beyond. The type ot
FBR at the most advanced .lage of development is the UQUid
Metal-eooled FBR (LMFBR). The liquid metal used to provide
very efficient heat transfer from a compact high power reactor
cere is sodium. Prototype plants at an advanced .tage of
con.truction III Britain and France use the .. pool" type con
figuration shown. The reactor core Is .uspended in a larne
pool of sodium together with primary pumps and intermediate
heat exchangers. Sodium I. pumped from the 0001 to the
bottom of the core and the hot sodium emerging from the top
of the core flows down through a .tralghHube Intermediate heat
exchanger and back into the 0001. The intermediate heat
exchanger heats a secondary flow of sodium which is passed
to steam aenerating plant. The arrangement shown In the
simplified diagram has two stage lJ-tube units for evaporation
and superheati~ of the steam but actual .ys...... under
development offer more complex steam cycles inciuding reheat.
Other configurations with the primary sodium coolant in external
loops are also being adopted for prototype ptants. The low
prenure 01 the .odium COC'Iant circuits I. considered to btl! a
safety fealure once the techniques of handling ht1t sodium
have been mastered. The need to maintain (flUable heat
removal from the very compact reactor core is the safety
problem to which most attention Is deYOted.
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Decay rates

The decay of radioactive isotopes occurs in a random manner. There
is a certain probability that in a given time interval a certain fraction of
the nuclei of a particular unstable isotope will decay. The rate of decay
(dN/dt) is equal to minus the probability of decay, A., time:; the number
of unstable nuclei present, N.

dN/dt = -A.N (3.10)

The probability of decay is known as the decay constant. Separation of
variables allows this simple first-order differential equation to be integrat
ed.

IN dN = -A.JI dt (3.11)
N. N 0

Here No represents the original number of unstable nuclei present at the
initial time (t = 0) and N is the number of nuclei at some subsequent
time, t.

In (~) = -A.t (3.12)

Taking the antilog of each side of Eq. (3.12)

N = No e-~I (3.13)

It is well to note here that the activity of a sample, A, IS the absolute
magnitude of its decay rate.

\



Compound decay

Often the daughter of a radioactive isotope is not stable and decays
to a third nuclide, which also may be unstable. Figure 3.1 illustrated the
rather lengthy decay chains for Thm and Um .

For the case of an element decaying to an unstable daughter and
thence to a third stable isotope, expressions may be written for the number
of atoms of each species. If N lo represents the original number of parent
atoms and NI is the number of parent atoms having a decay constant I_It
at any subsequent time, t,

N N -)..1
I = 10 e

The rate of change of parent nuclei is

dNI _ N"\ e-~It
- - - 10 "'Idt

(3.24)

(3.25)

The rate of change of the daughter atoms, dNddt, is due to the buildup
caused by the decay of the parent less the decay of the daughter with its
own decay constant, 1..2,

dN2 = _ dNI _ A.,.N
2dt dt

= A.INIOe-A,1 - A.2N 2

Rearranging,

dN2 + 1.N _"\ N e-·\,Idt '''2 2 - "'I 10

which is an equation of the form

t + al(x»' = hex)

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

This first-order ordinary differential equatjon may be solved through the
use of an integrating factor, p.

The. solution for Eq. (3.28) is

)' = G) Jp hex) dx + ~

where C is a constant of integration.

(3.19)

'(3.30)



THE DECAY OF RADIOACTIVE NUCLEI

• [a,(z) dz JA,dt ! t
SInce a1(x) = A2 and p = e = e = e',

then

(3.31)

The constant of integration may be evaluated with the initial conditions,
t = 0, N2 = 0

c = -At N 10

A2 - Ai

Thus, the number of daughter atoms may be expressed as

N2 = AI N to (e-A,l _ e-A.t)
A2 - Al

(3.32)



Neutron activation

When a material is placed in a neutron flux it will absorb neutrons
in proportion to its cross section. The next heavier isotope will be
formed, which mayor may not be stable. This results in radioactivity of
structural materials in a reactor core, permits the production of sources
of radioactivity, and is useful where foils may be inserted at various
points in a reactor core to infer the flux level from the resultant activity.

If a newly formed isotope is unstable, it will begin to decay at the
same time it is being formed. If N is the number of nuclei of the new
isotope, and Na is the number of original target nuclei, a differential
equation may be written. The rate of change of new nuclei is equal to
their rate of formation less their rate of decay.

dN
dt = </JNo(]'" - AN = </J ~" - AN

Rearranging,

This is a first-order differentia! equation of the form

;~ + a(x)y = hex)

(8.24)

An integrating factor p = eJ,,(%)d% gives a solution of the form

y = (1-) fph(x) dx _ C
pI P

where C is a constant of integration. In this particular case a(x) = A
(constant) and h(x) = </J ~" (constant),

p = eJAdl = eH

N = -:h f e1o.t</J '1:." dt - ~e e

_ </J '1:." _ c-). en
c = e

H
</J ~" + eAt N
).



(8.25)

NEUTRON INTERACTiONS

Starting with an unirradiated sample where when t = 0 and N = 0, the
constant of integration may be evaluated:

C = eO ep La _ eO N = q, L"
:\ :\.

N = ep L"(l - e-.\t)
:\

Figure 8.5 shows the buildup of radioactive nuclei during irradiation
in a neutron flux. When the irradiated sample is removed from the core,
it will decay with its characteristic half-life.

"-",,
" B""-

" "- ...... -...
' ........

N

1 2 3 4 5 6

Time, half-lives

FIG. 8.S Buildup of radioactive nuclei during irradia
tion. Curves A and B represent decay upon removal
after I and 4 half-lives of irradiation.



Attenuation of a neutron beam

Consider a collimated beam of neutrons impinging perpendicularly
on a surface of area A, as shown in Fig. 8.1.

I

10

--- -;~
I-if--

-l~
~I-+-

I-+!~
'I-+--'/

--.l~
I~-'1

..... -1~

(I+dI)

FIG. 8.1 Collimated beam of ncetrons impmgmg on
material with cross sectional area of A, cm2• Note that.
since neutrons are being removed, dl wi~l be negative.

A = surface area, em!
x = distance from front face, em
I. = initial beam intensity, n/em' sec ._
1 = intensity at distance x from-front face, njeri! sec
u = microscopic cross section, cm.!/nuc1eus
N = density of target atoms, nuclei/cm'

N A dx = number of target atoms in the ~itrerential thickness, dx.
uNA dx = total effective area presented bynuclei to the neutrons, cm!.

The ratio of the total effective area in the differential slab to the full
area gives the probability of interaction in the distance dx.

uNA dx/A = probability of interaction (fraction of beam that undergoes
an interaction), cm' effective area/cm' total area



NEUTRON INTERACTIONS

The decrease in intensity, df, as the neutrons pass through the dif
ferential slab, is the intensity at that point times the probability of in
teraction.

df= -faNdx

Separating variables,

df- = -aNdx
f

Then, integrating for a thickness x

fl dT fZ- = -aN dx
1, f a

In( D= -aNx

(8.1)

(8.2)

V.'here ~ = aN = macroscopic cross section, cm'/cm'. This rep:e
sents the effective target area per unit volume of material.

The number density oi the target atoms may be found by the product
of the density multiplied by Avagadro's number divided by the mass
number.

N = p gm/cm' x 6.023 x 10" atoms/gram atom
A gm/gram atvm

N - 6.023 x 10" p (8.3)
- A

Differentiating Eq. (8.2),

df _ J'" -Iz
dx--a~e

Thus, the rate of absorption decreases exponentially.

Mean free path

(8.4)

The average distance travelled by a neutron before interaction is
known as the mean free plIth, \. From Eq. (8.4) it may be seen that the
decrease in intensity while travelling a distance dx is due to the number
of neutrons interacting and, hence, removed from the beam.

df = -fa ~ e-Iz dx

These neutrons have travelled a distance x without interaction. The total
distance travelled by all the neutrons as they interact in an infinite
Thickness of material is



MEAN FREE PATH

- fZ-- x dI = +1. ~ f- xe- Iz dx
z-o 0

This represents the summation for the infinite slab of the distance
travelled by neutrons absorbed in each differential thickness. The mean
free path is then this total interaction distance divided by the original
beam intensity.

+1. ~ [ xe- Iz dx f- 1
"- = • = ~ xe- Iz dx = - (8.5)

I. • ~

Thus, the reciprocal of the macroscopic cross section (cm'jcmJ
) is the

mean free path (em). This same result is useful for considering neutron
flux where the neutrons are not collimated, but are travelling i.e random
directions.

Since cross sections are probabilities of interaction, individual
probabilities may be summed to give a total probability. The: total. cross
section is the sum of the absorptiou and scatter cross sections

(8.6)

In turn, for a fissionable nucleus the absorption eros. section is the
sum of the fission and radiative capture cross sections.

(8.7a)

Similarly, the scattering cross section is made up of an elastic plus
an inelastic value.

Macroscopic cross sections may also be added:

~r = ~r + ~c + ~. = ..!... + ..!... + _1 =_1
"-r "-c "-. "-r

(8.7b)

(8.8a)

Thus, the total mean free path is

:\or = "-r"-."-c (8.80)
"-c "-. + "-r"-, + "-r "-c

The relaxation length for a material is the thickness of material
necessary to attenuate the neutron beam by a factor of e. Setting x = "-

I l = I.e-Il = I.e-I = I. (8.9)
e

Therefore, the mean free path is also the relaxation length.



Development ofdiffusion equation

As neutrons diffuse through a reactor core they may (i) be absorbed
by fuel, moderator, coolant, cladding, structure, ctc.; (ii) leak out at the
core boundaries; or (iii) act as a source for new fission neutrons. If one
considers the neutrons in a differential volume, dV, an expression can be

FIG. 9.6 Neutron leakage in the y-direction from a
differential volume.

developed for the net neutron leakage from this elemental volume. First
consider only neutrons leaking into the front face in the y direction.

L. = J. dx dz = - D (~t) dx dz (9.34)

From the rear face the leakage is

L..d• = 10/...1dx dz = - D (~+O(ot;OY) dy) dx dz (9.35)

The net leakage in the y direction is the difference between (9.35)
and (9.34).

L.... = L.... - L. = - D [~t + ~~t dY]dx dz

+ D ~t dx dz = - D~ dx dy dz (9.36)

Similarly,

Of</>
Lz.., = - D OX' dx dy dz

Of</>
L.... = - D oz' dx dy dz

The total leakage for a unit volume (neutrons/cm' sec) is

L. = -D [~+~+~]=-DVfq,

(9.37)

(9.38)

(9.39)



Neutrons as Waves
Earlier in this book, in Chapter 11, we discussed the wave nature of the

electron and mentioned that the argument could equally well be applied
to any free particle, the de Broglie wavelength being given by

h
>.=--.

mv

This is true for any particle having momentum equal to mv.

For electrons, m=9·1 x 10-31 kg
e = 1·6 x 10-19 coulomb

and h=6'6 x 10-34 joule s

When ail electroil is accelerated through V volts the energy equation is
Ve= !mv2 (if V is of the order of a few kilovolts only), so that

mv={2Vem}l and the wavelength then becomes, in metres,
h 6·6 x 10-34

>.
(2Vem)1 (2xVxl·6xlO-19 x9·1xlO-31 )1

6·6
(29 x V)l x 10-

9
m

) 1'5 h' h . . . C \ • h V· .
= V nm w IC IS a convement expressIOn lOr " Wit In

volts, for electrons only.
In the case of a neutron beam

h h
>.=-- becomes ---

mv y'2mE
6·6 x 10-34

---:=---::--;---::-:::-:=--:-"77~:-;:---==:-:-metres
(2 x E x 1·6 X 10-19 x 1'~6 x 10-27)1

where E is converted to electron volts, giving >. = ~~6 pm, for neutrons.




